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Abstract
Purpose: Arterial spin labeling (ASL) is a widely used contrast-free MRI method
for assessing cerebral blood flow (CBF). Despite the generally adopted ASL
acquisition guidelines, there is still wide variability in ASL analysis. We explored
this variability through the ISMRM-OSIPI ASL-MRI Challenge, aiming to estab-
lish best practices for more reproducible ASL analysis.
Methods: Eight teams analyzed the challenge data, which included a
high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical image and 10 pseudo-continuous ASL
datasets simulated using a digital reference object to generate ground-truth CBF
values in normal and pathological states. We compared the accuracy of CBF
quantification from each team’s analysis to the ground truth across all voxels
and within predefined brain regions. Reproducibility of CBF across analysis
pipelines was assessed using the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC), limits
of agreement (LOA), and replicability of generating similar CBF estimates from
different processing approaches.
Results: Absolute errors in CBF estimates compared to ground-truth synthetic
data ranged from 18.36 to 48.12 mL/100 g/min. Realistic motion incorporated
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into three datasets produced the largest absolute error and variability between
teams, with the least agreement (ICC and LOA) with ground-truth results. Fifty
percent of the submissions were replicated, and one produced three times larger
CBF errors (46.59 mL/100 g/min) compared to submitted results.
Conclusions: Variability in CBF measurements, influenced by differences in
image processing, especially to compensate for motion, highlights the signifi-
cance of standardizing ASL analysis workflows. We provide a recommendation
for ASL processing based on top-performing approaches as a step toward ASL
standardization.

K E Y W O R D S

ASL, cerebral blood flow, challenges, image analysis, reproducibility

1 INTRODUCTION

Arterial spin labeling (ASL) is a non-invasive per-
fusion MRI method for quantitative measurement of
perfusion-related physiological parameters by magneti-
cally labeling the arterial blood prior to image acquisi-
tion.1 Although the translation of ASL toward clinical
use is continuously increasing, its success relies on the
standardization of acquisition protocols to make clinical
exams comparable as well as standardization of image
processing pipelines for reproducible and reliable quantifi-
cation of cerebral blood flow (CBF), among other param-
eters. The consensus guideline for ASL acquisition in
2015 by the International Society of Magnetic Resonance
in Medicine (ISMRM) Perfusion Study Group and the
European COST-AID Action (BM1103) was an impor-
tant effort toward standardization of acquisition proto-
cols.2 The growing use of ASL, driven by availability of
acquisition schemes on clinical scanners, have placed a
demand for data processing strategies that can meet clini-
cal needs. This includes the need for reproducible, reliable,
and accurate, measurements that are compatible with
single-subject analysis. However, the proliferation of data
processing methods has resulted in heterogeneous image
processing pipelines and consequently, ASL measures that
are not comparable across studies. Therefore, there is
a need to harmonize ASL data processing methods, to
increase the wide adoption of ASL in routine clinical use.

A common approach for establishing consensus across
imaging processing methods is through focused data anal-
ysis Challenges, which draw on community expertise to
validate analysis methods, characterize analysis practices,
and provide quantitative benchmarks.3–5 For example, the
series of DTI data analysis competitions organized over the
past decade by the diffusion MRI community introduced
benchmarks for algorithms designed for reconstructing
and quantifying white matter fibers.6 Data Challenges

provide a curated dataset with known or pre-defined
ground truth that are open to groups from around the
world to analyze and submit results for evaluating anal-
ysis methods.3,6–11 Motivated by the lack of standardized
approach for analysis of ASL for perfusion quantification,
the ISMRM Open Science Initiative for Perfusion Imaging
(ISMRM OSIPI) organized the ASL MRI Challenge. OSIPI
is an initiative of the ISMRM Perfusion Study Group that
aims to improve the reproducibility of perfusion imaging
research to speed up translation of perfusion tools for clin-
ical practice. The ISMRM OSIPI ASL MRI Challenge is the
primary aim of the OSIPI Task Force 6.1 2-y roadmap. The
challenge launched in February 202112 was designed to
establish ASL image analysis best practices by comparing
data processing approaches implemented on ground truth
data. Best practices were determined with consideration to
the image analysis steps, CBF quantification accuracy, and
reproducibility of pipelines according to the completeness
of the method documentation. Using a digital reference
object (DRO) as the ground-truth data, the results pro-
vide a head-to-head comparison of different analysis tools
including order of the steps in the workflow, to under-
stand sources of errors and variability in CBF quantifica-
tion. Capturing analysis approaches of the research com-
munity, and subsequently identifying and understanding
sources of variability is paramount to establishing consen-
sus on analysis workflow and providing benchmarks to
ultimately move ASL closer to routine clinical use.

In this paper, we describe a framework to standard-
ize ASL image processing through an ASL data analysis
challenge. We applied this framework to eight submissions
to report the consensus on analysis of single post-label
delay pseudo-continuous ASL (PCASL) data. Details of the
challenge design, including the PCASL DRO, scoring cri-
teria, summary of pipelines provided by the teams, and
CBF results along with sources of errors and variability,
are outlined below. By analyzing the results, we ultimately
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provide a benchmark of ASL pipelines and recommen-
dations for ASL image processing and analysis steps. A
comprehensive review of ASL image processing and anal-
ysis steps is beyond the scope of this work and has been
summarized by other groups.13

2 METHODS

2.1 Challenge overview

The ISMRM OSIPI ASL MRI Challenge (https://challenge
.ismrm.org/forums/topic/osipi-asl-challenge) started
with a pre-launched phase, which included develop-
ment of the data and user manual (https://challenge
.ismrm.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/OSIPI_ASL
_Challenge_Manual.pdf) with instructions. Submissions
were accepted until January 2022, and no submission
was excluded. The complete design is summarized in the
Figure S1. The participating teams were asked to fill a reg-
istration form to capture their team composition including
level of expertise, download and analyze the data, prepare
documentation containing the description of the pipeline
used, and submit the outputs for evaluation. Each team
was required to submit quantified CBF maps and text files
containing their estimate of the mean gray matter (GM)
and white matter (WM) CBF, calculated as the mean CBF
within the GM and WM masks created by their pipeline.
GM and WM partial volume corrected (PVC) CBF maps
were an optional result that teams could also include in
their submission. The submissions were scored as out-
lined below to determine the performance of the methods
across accuracy, reproducibility, and documentation qual-
ity metrics. The optional PVC results were excluded from
the performance scores. Best practices and recommenda-
tion guidelines were drawn from top performing methods.
A maximum of two participants from each submission
team were invited to join the manuscript as a co-author
after the challenge closed. None of the submission team
members including developers of the pipeline partici-
pated in design of the challenge data or performed any of
the submission analysis. The organizers who performed
the error and reproducibility analysis were blinded to the
submission teams’ identities.

2.2 Challenge data

The datasets consisted of 10 PCASL14 datasets in ASL BIDS
format15 comprising of four-dimensional (4D) time-series
of control-label pairs, a calibration (M0) image, and a
high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical image. The data
are archived in the Open Science Framework (OSF) repos-
itory16 and were generated from the following two sources:

1. Healthy Older Population Data: An existing healthy
older population DRO generated from a subset of the
European Prevention of Alzheimer Dementia (EPAD)
study17 was used to establish variability for a single
“real-world” dataset. The population DRO was cre-
ated by averaging the EPAD dataset of 84 healthy older
participants (67.1± 7.1 y) acquired on 3T (Philips)
MRI scanners. The EPAD dataset comprised of ASL
scans acquired using a PCASL sequence with a 2D
gradient-echo EPI readout and the following imaging
parameters (TE/TR= 10.49/4800 ms, 1650 ms labeling
duration, post-label delay (PLD) of 2025 ms, acquisition
matrix size of 64 × 64 × 36 covering the whole brain at
a voxel size of 3.4× 3.4× 4.5 mm3, and 30 control-label
pairs). The M0 images were acquired with the ASL
sequence using TR of 10 s and no label or background
suppression pulses. The anatomical T1-weighted
images were acquired using 3D T1-weighted turbo field
echo (TFE) sequence (TE/TR= 3.09/6.77 ms, flip angel
[FA]= 9◦, voxel size of 1.20× 1.05× 1.05 mm3). Con-
ventional image processing was applied to the imaging
datasets to co-register the anatomical to the perfusion
datasets and a simplified single-compartment model
was used to generate voxel-wise CBF maps. The CBF
maps were spatially normalized by transformation to
the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) standard
space and then averaged to generate spatially normal-
ized GM and WM CBF maps. The GM and WM CBF
were used to synthesize the healthy older population
ASL DRO.

2. Synthetic Data: Nine ASL phantom datasets were
simulated using an existing ASL-DRO18 to pro-
vide ground-truth data. Each set was simulated
in subject-specific anatomical space, using 3D
T1-weighted images from healthy young adults19

(MPRAGE, TE/TR= 2.12/2400 ms, FA= 8◦, 1 mm
isotropic spatial resolution) and subsequently down-
sampled to the ASL spatial resolution (4× 4× 4 mm3).
Input parameters (CBF, arterial transit time, M0, T1, T2
and T2*) were defined per tissue type (GM/WM/cere-
brospinal fluid-CSF) for simulation of ASL signal
according to the general kinetic model and 3D PCASL
timeseries acquired at 3T, with a gradient-echo readout,
consistent with acquisition consensus recommenda-
tions (PLD: 1800 ms, TE/TR: 10.4/4800 ms, 1800 ms
labeling duration, M0 TR= 10s, 30 control-label pairs).2
For challenge purposes, simulation parameters were
withheld while the challenge was open. To capture
variability and accuracy in measuring pathological
changes, mean tissue perfusion was calculated in six
regions of interest (ROIs): namely right primary motor
cortex, left hippocampal GM, corpus callosum, frontal
GM, cerebellum, bilateral posterior cingulate cortex.
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Two of the ROIs were modulated in six of the nine
datasets by increasing or decreasing the CBF values by
10%–30% within the regions to simulate pathological
CBF changes. To evaluate the robustness of the analysis
workflows to subject motion, head motion was simu-
lated across a realistic range of motion in three of the
six pathological datasets, mirroring real-world condi-
tions of motion artifacts more common in pathological
scans compared to a healthy subject scan. This was
achieved by including uniformly distributed random
variations (mean= 0, SD= 0.1) in rotation and trans-
lation levels across all directions and larger variations
in 10% of the volumes between −2 and 2 mm/degrees.
The three motion-datasets were simulated for each
condition based on T1-weighted images from three
healthy young adults randomly selected from the
Human Connectome Project database

2.3 Scoring

For each entrant, a single total score of 100 was given based
on three weighted criteria:

1. Accuracy: (weighted 60%) Assessed as the mean abso-
lute error between the ground truth CBF and submitted
CBF maps and regional mean values from the synthetic
datasets This was done for both GM ROIs and ROIs
in which perfusion was altered to simulate pathology
(see statistical analysis below). All error measurements
were calculated using custom scripts in MATLAB (ver-
sion 2018b, The MathWorks, Natick, MA). Violin plots
of CBF measurements were generated using the ggplot
library for R.20 For each dataset, the absolute differ-
ence between the submitted mean GM CBF and the
ground truth mean GM CBF was calculated (referred
to as GMerror). The mean absolute difference across
voxels within the ground truth GM mask between the
submitted CBF maps and the ground truth CBF maps
was also calculated for each dataset (GM Voxerror). For
the six pathological datasets, the mean absolute dif-
ference between submitted CBF maps and the ground
truth CBF maps was calculated within each of the two
ground truth ROI masks (ROI 1 Voxerror and ROI 2
Voxerror, respectively). To generate an overall accuracy
score for each submitting team, the errors described
above were combined as follows. For each category
of error (see Table 1 for the 10 categories included),
the absolute errors were normalized between 0 and 1
across the submitting teams (0 being the team with the
lowest error for a particular category), then averaged
across categories for each team, giving a final normal-
ized error ranking. This error ranking was subtracted

from 1 and multiplied by 60, to give an overall accu-
racy score between 0 and 60, where the team with the
highest score had the smallest errors on average. The
accuracy scores were assessed by J.G.W., M.E.D., and
A.M.P.

2. Reproducibility21: (weighted 30%) Assessed to evalu-
ate the ability of the analysis methods to produce
reproducible results, based on intra-class correlation
coefficient (ICC), Bland–Altman limits of agreement
(LOA), and the completeness of the information pro-
vided in the documentation of the methods (i.e., the
extent to which the information provided was sufficient
to reproduce the steps performed and obtain similar
results). The LOA between the submissions and the
ground-truth were assessed using the Bland–Altman
analysis,22 where the lower the LOA within a confi-
dence interval (95%), the higher the agreement. The
two-way random-effects ICC model23 was used to eval-
uate the degree of agreement between the CBF maps
provided by the teams and the ground truth maps for
each simulated synthetic dataset. The ICC was per-
formed voxel wise using the equation below.

ICC (2, 1) = 𝜎r2

𝜎r2 + 𝜎c2 + 𝜎v2

where 𝜎r2 is the between-subject variance, 𝜎c2 is the
variance between repeated measures or the systematic
bias and 𝜎v2 is the noise or error in the measurement.
An ICC close to 1 indicates a high agreement or sim-
ilarity between team’s results and ground truth and
essentially how reproducible the CBF measures are.23

Three reproducibility categories were scored from 1
to 10 and then combined to a total of 30. All statis-
tical analysis and plots were performed using R.24 To
standardize the documentation and ensure participants
describe pertinent steps/approaches and tools used,
teams were advised to follow the Committee on Best
Practice in Data Analysis and Sharing (COBIDAS) ASL
specific recommendations list25,26 (Table S1 for the sug-
gested items to be reported). The reproducibility scores
were assessed by A.P., C.T., A.A., and U.A. The docu-
mentation provided was used to rerun the analysis and
replicate results for reproducibility assessment. Repli-
cation was performed by C.T. and A.A. and neither of
them participated in the challenge, as members of sub-
mission teams or in the design. The participating teams
and their colleagues did not conduct analysis of the
submission, documentation evaluation, or scoring of
results.

3. Documentation quality: (weighted 10%) Assessed
based on a subset of the QUACK (quality, useability,
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accuracy, and conciseness) criteria27: (1) Quality-
clarity, formatting, and structure; (2) Useability-ease
of comprehension of text, graphics, or other con-
tent for the purposes of reproducing the pipeline; (3)
Accuracy-precision of numbers and descriptors; (4)
Conciseness-appropriate levels of detail and adherence
to the page limit (Table S2). The documentation quality
scores were assessed by C.G.P., and its final value was
the average score of each QUACK criteria.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Challenge’s entries

A total of eight entries were submitted and the identity
of the teams are withheld. A brief description of the pro-
cessing pipeline by each team is included below, while a
more detailed description is provided in the Supplemen-
tary Information. Three teams submitted their COBIDAS
checklist, and teams whose method descriptions met the
COBIDAS guidelines are summarized in Table S1. All the
teams provided a copy of their code or a tutorial with the
commands that they used to postprocess the data.

TEAM 1. Used custom MATLAB (2020b) scripts com-
bined with SPM 12 preprocessing tools. The pipeline
included brain extraction, spatial smoothing of the M0
image, registration of the T1 structural image to the
M0 image, motion correction of the ASL data, and CBF
quantification.
TEAM 2. Used the oxford_asl analysis tool within the FSL
(version 6.0.4) framework. The pipeline included brain
extraction, spatial smoothing of the M0 image and of the
ASL images, registration of the ASL data to the M0 image,
registration of the T1 image, and CBF quantification fol-
lowing the Buxton model.28

TEAM 3. Used the Quantiphyse29 tool. Image processing
included spatial smoothing of ASL images, registration of
the T1-weighted image, motion correction of the ASL time
series, registration of the ASL data to the M0 image, and
CBF quantification.
TEAM 4. Used the BASIL toolbox30 implemented in FSl
(6.0.0). The pipeline consisted of spatial smoothing of ASL
images, registration of the T1-weighted image, motion cor-
rection, and CBF quantification. Brain extraction used the
ANTs toolbox.
TEAM 5. Used ExploreASL with the steps outlined in the
ExploreASL documentation and paper,31 including brain
extraction, spatial smoothing, registration of T1-weighted
image, motion correction, and CBF quantification.
TEAM 6. Used ASL MRI cloud,32 including T1 segmen-
tation, motion correction of ASL time series, and CBF
quantification.
TEAM 7. Used the Iris pipeline,33 which consisted of
registration to ASL space, registration of the T1-weighted
image, motion correction, slice time correction, and CBF
quantification. Brain extraction was completed using a
multi-atlas segmentation approach.
TEAM 8. Used the LOFT ASL34 software including the
brain extraction, segmentation, motion correction, coreg-
istration of structural and ASL images and CBF quantifi-
cation.

3.2 Overall submission results

An overview of the CBF measurements provided by each
team for an illustrative healthy condition is shown in
Figure 1. The quantitative CBF measures are summarized
using violin plots in Figure S2, where DRO 1 to 3 reflected
normal condition, DRO 4 to 6 simulated a disease condi-
tion, and DRO 7 to 9 simulated disease condition including

F I G U R E 1 Example CBF images
(mL/100 g/min) for the synthetic DRO
and the CBF maps provided by the
teams for the normal condition. The
first map is an illustrative slice for the
groundtruth, and the next eight maps
are an illustrative slice for teams 1–8,
respectively.
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PASCHOAL et al. 841

F I G U R E 2 Bland–Altman LOA of all the ASL Challenge submissions against the ground truth CBF maps for the normal condition (A),
disease condition (B), and disease plus motion condition (C). The horizontal dashed red line is the mean CBF in GM, and the errors bar
represents the range of the LOA.

T A B L E 1 Mean absolute CBF errors in mL/100 g/min for all teams’ submissions and simulated conditions.

Parameter Team 1 Team 2 Team 3 Team 4 Team 5 Team 6 Team 7 Team 8

Normal GM error 24.17 18.64 24.59 25.25 26.36 31.07 14.95 27.03

Normal GM voxerror 21.01 20.00 20.10 27.72 28.37 25.62 11.59 25.62

Disease GM error 24.49 19.01 25.87 25.54 26.89 32.03 16.22 28.89

Disease GM voxerror 23.11 23.05 23.55 30.77 28.23 28.52 14.56 28.55

Disease ROI 1 Voxerror 23.01 17.71 17.68 23.69 23.46 23.33 14.06 23.56

Disease ROI 2 Voxerror 12.64 11.28 11.79 16.53 15.65 15.75 9.86 16.36

Disease+motion GM error 123.43 19.06 27.08 26.87 14.16 29.70 12.02 53.21

Disease+motion GM Voxerror 102.57 26.91 27.02 34.09 63.02 32.28 37.52 32.37

Disease+motion ROI 1 Voxerror 77.21 22.31 22.46 27.07 53.27 28.55 29.96 141.21

Disease+motion ROI 2 Voxerror 49.56 15.87 15.95 19.18 31.81 19.25 22.88 17.55

Overall errors 48.12 19.38 21.61 25.67 31.12 26.61 18.36 39.43

Relative difference (%) N/A −2.94 −230.53 −15.42 N/A N/A N/A −0.80

Note: The lowest error values are highlighted in bold for each simulated data and condition, as well as for the overall bias estimate. The relative difference is
the change in overall errors between replicated CBF values and values submitted for the challenge.

subject motion. Overall, all the submissions showed good
agreement with ground truth CBF values for both nor-
mal and disease conditions, demonstrated by the 95% LOA
as shown in Figures 2A and 2B. For all teams, the LOA
centered around the mean CBF with fairly narrow vari-
ability or deviation from the mean. When motion was
included, the variability between the ground truth and
submissions and the absolute errors increased. The mean

absolute CBF error for each synthetic dataset for each team
is summarized in Table 1 and Figure 3. A visual inspec-
tion of Table 1 and Figures 2 and S2 revealed that team 7
had the smallest CBF errors and the lowest 95% LOA for
normal conditions and disease conditions without motion
modulation, while team 2 and team 3 achieved the small-
est errors and 95% LOA when motion was included in
the pathological simulations. For all teams, the absolute
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842 PASCHOAL et al.

F I G U R E 3 Boxplots of mean CBF absolute errors among the eight participating teams for the different conditions. Outliers are
identified as black circles.

T A B L E 2 ICC for all teams’ submissions and simulated conditions compared to the ground truth values.

Team DRO 1 DRO 2 DRO 3 DRO 4 DRO 5 DRO 6 DRO 7 DRO 8 DRO 9

1 0.68 0.67 0.73 0.66 0.68 0.75 0.06 0.04 0.05

2 0.85 0.83 0.86 0.83 0.83 0.85 0.71 0.68 0.77

3 0.85 0.82 0.86 0.82 0.82 0.85 0.71 0.68 0.78

4 0.76 0.73 0.78 0.72 0.72 0.76 0.65 0.59 0.71

5 0.77 0.75 0.48 0.73 0.74 0.76 0.07 0.13 0.10

6 0.80 0.77 0.81 0.76 0.77 0.78 0.61 0.57 0.67

7 0.90 0.88 0.91 0.88 0.88 0.90 0.16 0.47 0.43

8 0.01 0.25 0.10 0.00 0.09 0.08 0.01 0.00 0.01

Note: DRO 1–3 are simulated normal perfusion conditions. DRO 4–6 are simulated pathological conditions while DRO 7–9 are simulated pathological
conditions including motion. The highest ICC for each DRO are shown in bold. ICC close to 1 indicates high agreement with ground truth.

CBF error was higher under simulated motion conditions
compared to other conditions and similar for normal and
disease conditions without motion (Table 1, Figure 3).
The ICC analysis shown in Table 2 mirrored observa-
tions of the absolute errors and the LOA analysis, specifi-
cally team 7 had the highest ICC values for all conditions
without motion, while teams 2 and 3 had highest but
moderate ICC values when motion was included. Docu-
mentation quality across all teams was reasonably high
(mean= 7.97, SD= 0.94). Scores varied most in the usabil-
ity category (mean= 7.5, SD= 2.83) and least in Accuracy
(mean= 10, SD= 0). Team 7 had the highest overall score.
The difference in overall errors between the submitted
and replicated results are summarized in Table 1 and in
Figure S3. Four of the eight methods from team 2, team

3, team 4, and team 8 were replicated. The rest of the
teams’ results were not reproduced by following the doc-
umentation provided. In some teams, the code or script
provided was unable to complete the analysis and pro-
duced output errors. Only team 2 and 8 had reproduced
CBF maps and regional values similar to their submitted
results.

3.3 Variability of submitted results

Figure 4 shows the violin plots of voxelwise measure-
ments of absolute GM and WM CBF errors between each
team CBF map submission and the ground truth DRO
for a representative data set of a healthy condition and
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PASCHOAL et al. 843

F I G U R E 4 Absolute GM and WM CBF errors in mL/100 g/min between teams’ submissions and the ground truth for a single normal
condition and a single disease + motion condition. The Violin plots represent the range of errors within the regions of interest for each team
and one illustrative data set for the normal condition and the disease + motion condition.

for a data set of disease + motion condition, illustrating
errors in one of the simulated normal conditions (top two
plots) and one DRO simulated for disease plus motion con-
dition (bottom two plots). The mean covariance among

the teams is shown in Figure 5 for all the voxels of the
predefined ROI simulated to assess for disease effects with
and without motion artifact. Although Figure S2 revealed
some variability in the voxelwise CBF measures among
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844 PASCHOAL et al.

F I G U R E 5 Mean covariance plotted against the mean CBF value among all the teams for all the voxels within a disease ROIs, with and
without motion.

the teams, it is evident from Figure 4 that, for datasets
without motion, all teams had a good performance with
small absolute errors. On the other hand, for DRO 7 to
9, where motion was simulated, both the variability in
quantitative CBF (Figure S2) and the absolute errors in
CBF measures (Figure 4) were enhanced. In these scenar-
ios, teams 2 and 3 reproduced the CBF measures of the
ground truth data the best, followed by team 4, while the
rest of the team’s performance ranged from moderate to
poor agreement. For the disease ROI, when there was no
motion simulated, the mean covariance among the teams
were much smaller compared to conditions where motion
was included. Overall, the mean covariance was positively
correlated to CBF, despite the second disease condition
(no motion) that showed higher covariance for small CBF
values.

3.4 Partial volume correction

Six teams performed PVC and submitted corrected PV CBF
maps. In general, the mean absolute CBF errors decreased
when PVC was included (Figure 6A,B), and when the
mean absolute errors were compared among the teams,
the difference was statistically significant (p< 0.05) for
seven of the nine DRO datasets for the GM ROI and
for six of the nine datasets in the WM ROI. Figure 6A
shows the boxplots of the absolute CBF errors after
PVC between the maps provided by the six teams and
the ground truth images for the nine DROs conditions.

Comparing the conditions—normal and disease—, simi-
lar results between teams were observed with larger errors
and presence of outliers for DROs with simulated motion
(Figure 6A). Two teams provided PVC CBF maps contain-
ing very few non-zero voxels, resulting in increased errors
despite their non-PVC GM and WM CBF maps appear-
ing as expected. One team applied very high thresholded
GM and WM masks to generate PVC CBF maps, which
contributed to high absolute errors. Figure 6B illustrates
the voxelwise difference between the absolute GM and
WM errors with and without PVC from the difference
between each team’s submission and the ground truth,
where top row plots show differences in one normal con-
dition DRO and the bottom row plots in a representative
DRO with motion. The positive values in the violin plots
demonstrate the higher absolute CBF error when PVC was
not performed compared to when PVC is included in the
analysis.

3.5 ASL challenge scores

The composite score for the accuracy, reproducibility, and
documentation quality was tabulated using a ranking sys-
tem based on the weighted criteria as described in the
methods (Table 3). Given that PVC analysis was optional,
the results of the analysis and corresponding CBF maps or
values were not considered in the tabulation of the com-
posite scores. For completeness, the PVC accuracy scores
are also included in (Table 3 and Figure S4).
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PASCHOAL et al. 845

F I G U R E 6 (A) Boxplots of absolute errors in partial volume corrected CBF estimates among the teams for the different conditions.
Black dots shows the outliers. (B) CBF errors in mL/100 g/min partial volume corrected for GM and WM between teams’ submissions and
the ground truth for a normal condition and for a disease + motion condition.

3.6 Benchmark for ASL processing
pipelines

Based on the results obtained for accuracy and vari-
ability, and by analyzing the main processing steps per-
formed by the top ranked teams, best practices for

processing and analyzing single PLD pCASL data was
provided, as outlined in Table 4. The Challenge DRO
datasets and ground truth values accessible through
Open Science Framework (OSF; https://t.co/gi1m80LItL),
equally provide a benchmarking tool for ASL analysis
pipelines.
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846 PASCHOAL et al.

T A B L E 3 Summary of scores of the ISMRM OSIPI ASL MRI challenge.

Team
Accuracy
(0–60)

Reproducibility
(0–30)

Documentation
quality (0–10)

Composite
(0–100)

PVC accuracy
(0 out of 100)

1 18.05 19.01 6.75 43.81 NA

2 47.49 22.39 8.25 78.13 98.39

3 41.54 22.38 8.75 72.67 32.01

4 26.66 21.17 6.5 54.33 80.64

5 22.19 16.56 9.25 48.00 16.42

6 24.44 16.72 8.25 49.41 NA

7 57.52 19.15 7.75 84.42 91.43

8 19.78 10.20 8.25 38.23 36.59

Note: The highest scores for each evaluation criteria are shown in bold. Partial volume correction (PVC) accuracy results were not included in overall score.

4 DISCUSSION

In this study, we conducted the ASL data challenge to cap-
ture variability among different ASL analysis approaches.
The analysis pipelines submitted covered the most widely
used ASL preprocessing and analysis tools/software,35

while it may be also explored for other important software
available in the literature that did not participate in this
challenge, as for example, the ASLprep.36 The validation of
submitted blood flow maps, along with qualitative analysis
of the reproducibility of the pipelines, provides a com-
prehensive empirical assessment of ASL analysis steps.
Based on the performance of the submissions in relation
to ground-truth, we provide recommendations for ASL
analysis for CBF quantification using single delay PCASL
data.

4.1 Variability in CBF results

Despite observed variability in the CBF measurements evi-
dent through the distribution pattern of the violin plots
(Figures 5 and S2) and the relatively small deviation of
the 95% LOA (Figure 2), the GM CBF were in general
similar among teams (Figure S1) for all conditions, par-
ticularly for motion-free conditions. Individually, team 7
obtained the smallest errors, the smallest 95% LOA devi-
ation, and highest ICC for normal and disease conditions
without simulated motion. Visually, the contrast between
GM and WM appears similar across teams except for team
1, whose submitted CBF maps showed poor GM/WM con-
trast, probably due to the larger post-processing smooth-
ing kernel (6× 6× 6 mm3 FWHM) applied only to M0, as
documented.

To account for and assess head motion effects
inherent in real-world ASL acquisition, we included
three conditions with realistic motion artifacts. Overall,

a significant increase in the absolute CBF errors was
observed when motion was included. The agreement and
variability in CBF measures were also increased for the
cases with simulated motion. Team 7, which obtained
the smallest errors and higher ICC for normal and dis-
ease conditions, showed higher absolute errors, and
smaller ICC values when motion was included. Although
the reason for this observation is not clear, one possible
explanation could be the use of the mean ASL image as
reference for motion correction, while other teams used
the middle volume of the time-series as reference. In
fact, teams 2 and 3, the next top performing teams for all
conditions (based on the composite score), outperformed
team 7 only for cases where motion was included, employ-
ing an approach where motion was corrected using the
middle volume as reference. The signal intensity differ-
ence between the single middle volume and each image
volume in the time-series is smaller than the intensity
difference in the time-series and the average mean image.
These larger intensity differences could bias estimation
of extent of displacement when mean images are used as
reference,37 contributing to the subsequent bias in CBF
modeling. It is also possible that the use of a spatial prior
approach, performed by the BASIL algorithm during the
data fitting process,38 helped to improve the absolute
errors and ICC with the motion DROs for teams 2 and 3.
Although team 4 also used a pipeline based on the BASIL
toolbox, their pipeline differed from teams 2 and 3 using
the Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTs) to generate the
whole-brain mask, which was on average 7.95% smaller
than the brain masks created by the FSL-based approach.
This led to larger errors at the edge of the brain for team
4 because these voxels were masked and so given a value
of 0 mL/100 g/min. Similarly, team 1’s whole-brain mask
generated from summation of GM, WM, and CSF proba-
bility maps was also larger, while team 5 did not apply any
brain mask in their analysis strategy. The effect of a large or
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T A B L E 4 Recommended ASL image processing and analysis steps.

Parameter Steps Minimal Recommended Ideal Notes

1 Brain extraction/Mask • • Segmentation of individual T1-weighted
anatomical scans to obtain a whole-brain
mask for extraction of the brain from the
skull is recommended to restrict quantifi-
cation and further analysis to brain tissue.
The GM and WM tissue density informa-
tion can also be obtained for registration
and partial volume correction.

2 ASL time series motion com-
pensation

• • • Intra-volume motion correction is recom-
mended as the first step in processing ASL
data. The calibration (M0) scan or the
middle ASL time point can be used as
the reference scan with intra-modal lin-
ear (affine) registration using normalized
correlation as the image similarity metric
and a trilinear interpolation.

3 ASL pairwise subtraction • • • Simple subtraction of label from control
images

4 Voxel-wise calibration • • Recommended by ASL consensus paper to
obtain a scaling factor on a voxel-by-voxel
basis (2). Using the M0 as reference scan
during motion compensation enables
alignment of M0 to ASL for voxel-wise
calibration.

5 Registration to T1-weighted
image

• • • Rigid registration of ASL difference images
to the structural image is optimal using
the gray matter probability maps rather
than the T1-weighted image and a cost
function and interpolation of mutual
information and cubic b-spline, respec-
tively. If T1-weighted image is used,
consider correlation and boundary-based
registration cost function and linear inter-
polation.

6 Quantification • • • Simple compartmental model and model
parameters outlined in the ASL consen-
sus paper (2). For 2D imaging, slice time
correction should be taken into account
during quantification as an addition to
the PLD time.

Note: Recommendation is based on analysis of single post-label delay PCASL data acquired following the acquisition consensus guidelines [2] and
preprocessing and analysis approach of the top ranked teams (teams 7 and 2).

no brain mask might have contributed to the significantly
larger CBF errors and poor agreement among these teams
as well as the higher CBF values at the edge of the brain,
especially for the motion corrupted datasets in team 5.
Across all teams, team 7 obtained apparent elevated global
CBF values, visually observed in submitted CBF maps and
in calculated global mean CBF values (Figure S2). Finally,
unlike most teams, team 8 did not apply any threshold
limit during CBF quantification to remove implausibly

high (292 476 mL/100 g/min) and negative CBF estimates,
which contributed to high global absolute errors and poor
95% LOA—one of the highest errors and worst agreements
(including ICC) for almost all conditions.

Since the voxel dimensions in ASL perfusion imaging
are typically relatively large (slice thickness∼ 5 mm), vox-
els located at the boundary between GM and WM will
contain a mixture of both tissues, increasing the appar-
ent CBF values in WM and decreasing it in GM. Although
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the inclusion of PVC was not mandatory for participa-
tion in this challenge, five teams (teams 2, 3, 4, 7, and
8) did submit PVC CBF maps. While the PVC CBF maps
of team 3 were erroneous (the maps mostly contained
zeros), the PVC maps of the other five teams resulted in
smaller mean absolute errors than when PVC was not
applied (Figure 6A). Although the absolute errors are
smaller on average, the violin plots of Figure 6B showed
that for many voxels (particularly teams 3 and 5), the
errors when PVC was employed are larger than when PVC
was not performed. PVC was found to reduce CBF errors
by an even greater amount in the datasets contaminated
by motion, although the errors were still larger than the
non-motion-corrupted datasets.

4.2 Reproducibility assessment

To assess reproducibility, quantitative metrics (ICC and
95% LOA) were supplemented by qualitative scoring of the
documentation provided along with the submissions. The
overall good agreement (ICC >0.75) of CBF results with
ground truth data is encouraging, especially under normal
conditions where ICC values surpassed 0.8 for most teams.
This finding is consistent with results from test–retest reli-
ability studies in healthy volunteers scanned repeatedly
over time.39,40 In one such study, the reported within ses-
sion (repeated scans in one imaging session) ICC values
ranged from 0.44 to 0.94 across brain regions and between
session (repeated scans over a month) ICC values were
from 0.34 to 0.74 across the brain.40 The CBF variabil-
ity between scans was higher in midbrain regions such as
the thalamus—a likely consequence of the area’s suscep-
tibility to arterial pulsatility which can produce apparent
physiological motion artifacts. It can be expected that dif-
ferences in CBF results from multiple analysis methods of
a single dataset should not exceed the inherent test–retest
reliability of ASL CBF measures.

A highly reproducible approach should yield consis-
tent maps and results across repeated acquisitions or
repeated analysis of a dataset. In this study, only half of
the methods achieved successful result replication using
provided analysis guides and scripts. Three of these teams
had the highest reproducibility scores, partly due to com-
prehensive documentation following COBIDAS recom-
mendations. We weighted the scores of a well-described
methodology equal to agreement of CBF outputs to ensure
that documentation best practices are captured. Com-
prehensive and clear step-by-step guides facilitate repro-
ducibility, crucial for global ASL adoption. This was
demonstrated by the replication exercise, where trainees
with no prior ASL analysis experience replicated meth-
ods that had the highest documentation scores. While one

of the team’s methods was reproduced, the results dif-
fered substantially and CBF values were three times lower
than the results submitted during the challenge. This was
largely due to changes in software versions and updates
made post-challenge to specifically address analysis of
data with non-numeric values (i.e., not a number or NaN;
c.f. Supplementary Information team 3). This underscores
the importance of documenting software version informa-
tion and changes as recommended in COBIDAS for data
analysis best practices.25 Hence, to advance ASL’s clini-
cal translation and use in multi-center trials, clear analysis
documentation is essential.

4.3 Data analysis reporting

While COBIDAS outlines documentation best practices,
it does not provide a mechanism for evaluating the qual-
ity of completeness or clarity in documentations. Here,
we adapted the QUACK measurement27 system to fur-
ther assess the quality of documentation. This assessment
demonstrated that the teams were well practiced in deliv-
ering high clarity in the details they choose to include
in the documentation. However, there was considerable
variation in the level of detail provided which stalled repro-
duction attempts. For example, some teams reported that
motion correction was executed without outlining the reg-
istration approach/cost function/interpolation used or in
other cases failed to outline whether spatial smoothing was
applied to the CBF maps. The quality and usability of the
documentation submissions varied widely; from inclusion
of step-by-step diagrams, to figures of pipeline processes.
These visual aids improved clarity of the documentation
and enhanced the overall reading experience. However,
some of the submissions with highest scores across com-
pleteness and conciseness scored the lowest in quality and
usability. The value of including images, therefore, should
not be minimized. In addition to maximizing reproducibil-
ity, complete and well-described procedural documents
can further increase adoption and wider dissemination of
ASL methods.

Finally, we emphasize the value of reporting analysis
methods and results following the COBIDAS guidelines
and using a structured (potentially tabular26) framework
to improve clarity and enable direct comparisons between
pipelines. To standardize reporting of ASL analysis meth-
ods and foster high reproducible accuracy, the COBIDAS
ASL analysis reporting guideline (Table S1) is recom-
mended and could be included as Supplementary Material
in ASL publications. The COBIDAS ASL analysis reporting
guide introduced here is a starting framework and lim-
ited to the analysis of single post-label PCASL such as the
data used in this work. We encourage the ASL community
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PASCHOAL et al. 849

to contribute to the further development of this standard-
ized ASL analysis reporting guideline (c.f. The e-cobidas
tool41).

4.4 Limitations

As a limitation, in this work we focused on brain data
analysis of single delay PCASL, given its clinical transla-
tion promise. Future ASL Challenge efforts should include
other ASL acquisition schemes. Recent acquisition and
analysis approaches including outlier rejection42,43 and
susceptibility-induced distortion correction schemes using
phase-encoded reverse pairs (i.e., blip-up-blip-down) of
ASL time series or calibration (M0) scans have been pro-
posed to improve CBF quantification28 and should be fur-
ther validated in future ASL challenges. While real-world
clinical data may contain more sources of errors than the
DRO, using synthetic data enabled accurate assessment
of analysis methodological approaches based on a ground
truth. Since none of the teams provided a clear report of
the spatial smoothing approach applied during ASL anal-
ysis or CBF quantification, an empirical recommendation
for spatial smoothing was not provided in Table 4. In
addition, the reproducibility assessment performed here
compared absolute errors between teams analyzing a rel-
atively small dataset, which would have benefited from
a larger scaler evaluation of a library of available anal-
ysis pipelines.35 Researchers are encouraged to validate
their analysis pipelines using the DRO data and assess-
ment criteria introduced here to improve reproducibility
of results. Finally, the critical analysis of the differences
in CBF results were limited by the brevity of the anal-
ysis method documentation, where detailed information
such as smoothing kernel, registration strategy, among
others, may have substantially differed and could have
contributed to the results variability.37,44 While analysis
of the impact of potential differences in implementation
of image processing software packages (SPM and FSL) is
beyond the scope of this Challenge, it can be expected
that similar moderate bias between packages observed in
volumetry and functional MRI (fMRI) analysis,45–47 could
also contribute to the differences in CBF values reported in
this Challenge. Nonetheless, variability in CBF estimates
among analysis methods can be expected where there is
considerable flexibility in parameter selection and analysis
strategies, as demonstrated in other image analysis Chal-
lenge findings.6,7,11,48 Foolproof analysis pipelines that
minimize variability and maximize reproducibility can be
achieved using well-documented self-contained programs
that automatically process data following recommended
steps and best practices.25

5 CONCLUSIONS

This study is the first ASL MRI challenge, designed
to provide an evaluation of ASL image processing and
CBF quantification practices, toward a consensus driven
recommendation for empirical analysis of ASL data.
This challenge framework permitted an extensive sum-
mary of widely used ASL image processing tools includ-
ing FSL schemes (Oxford_asl, BASIL, and Quantiphyse)
and MATLAB/SPM-based approaches (ExploreASL, MRI
cloud, LOFT ASL Toolbox and the Iris pipeline). The sub-
mitted CBF outputs outlined the variability in the CBF
measurements even within pipelines based on the same
tools, underscoring the impact of different analysis strate-
gies in ASL-based CBF quantification. By using a DRO
with ground truth information across conditions includ-
ing simulation of subtle perfusion changes and effect of
motion, we provide head-to-head performance evalua-
tion of eight differing ASL analysis strategies, consider-
ing accuracy, reproducibility, and methodological quality.
In general, the results of this challenge encourage stan-
dardization of ASL analysis pipelines, toward optimization
of ASL for use in clinical environments and emphasize
the importance of high-quality documentation to support
reproducibility.
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